Let .Z and X be complex Hilbert spaces. For given operators A, B, and C on 2,X and from X into %', respectively, necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for partial matrices to have projection completions. All such completions are also characterized.
INTRODUCTION
Let q and 3 be Banach spaces, i = 1,. . . , n. Let Aij E S(q,q), the Banach spaces of all bounded linear operators from 3 into 3. Given a subset r G {(i,j): i,j = l,..., n} and Aij EB(~,&) for (i,j) E r, we get a partially specified 12 x n matrix (Xi,) with Xi. = Aij if (i, j) E r and X,, unknown if (i,j) @ r, which will be denoted by (Aij),.
Let 2= @~cl~
and y = @Y=iq. If Q = (Qjj> ~93'(2, 'jV'> such that Qlj = Ajj whenever (i,j) E r, then Q is called a completion of the partial matrix (Ai .)r. In general, a completion problem is to find conditions on the Aij's so t h at the partial matrix (Ajj)r has completions satisfying some nice properties. Re- (1996) 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1996 0024-3795/96/$15.00 655 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10010 SSDI 0024-3795(94)00336-C cently this problem has been studied in a variety of directions by a number of authors. For a few references, see [l-11] , [13] , and [14] . Let 3 and 2 be complex Hilbert spaces. Let A E .@'(a, B E&'(X), and C E &7(X, m. The well-known Parrott's theorem says that the partial 2 by 2 block operator-valued matrix has a contraction completion if and only if AA* + CC * c Zz and B*B + C*C Q Ix. This result has found several uses in dilation, interpolation theory, and systems theory, and, motivated by control theory, has been strengthened by Foiag and Tannenbaum (see 151 and the references therein). Also, a number of papers have been devoted to new proofs for Parrott's theorem and the strong Parrott's theorem (see [2] and [14] , for example). Note that a projection is a idempotent contraction. So it is interesting to ask when a partial operator matrix can be completed to a projection. In this note we consider this problem in the case of 2 by 2 matrix and get necessary and sufficient conditions for the partially specified 2 by 2 operator matrices to have projection completions. Furthermore, all such projection completions, if any exist, are characterized completely by parametric representation. In [6] and [13] Halmos and Sebestyen discussed the projection extension problem for suboperators, which is equivalent to the projection completion problem for the partial matrix of the form They gave necessary and the sufficient conditions which assure the existence of projection completion without describing all such completions.
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLZCATZONS 246:71-82
We first recall some terminology and notation. Let T EL%'~. By ker T, R(T), up(T), and Lat T we shall denoted the null space, the range, the point spectrum, and the lattice of all invariant subspaces of T, respectively. T is called a projection if T is self-adjoint and idempotent, i.e., T" = T and T2 = T. We shall also write IT I = (T*T)1/2. For a linear manifold M E#, P' will denote the projection onto 2 along & ' , where 2 is the closure of A, and 1 stands for the identity on 2 The operator V E S'(~,+F? is said to 
B" + C*C = B,
AC + CB = C. (3)
Notice that in this case we must have 11 A(] < 1, (1 BII < 1, and l\ClI < i.
In the seguel we always write C = V IC /, the polar decomposition of C with iniV = R(C*) and finV = R(C).
Our first result concerns the projection completions of the operator partial matrices of the form %* i with C and B given. These together with the hypothesis mean that the equations (l)-(3) hold, and hence o< E ( 1 is a projection, as desired.
Finally, to prove the last assertion of the theorem, suppose that t. i ( 1 is a projection completion. We have to show that X has the form of PA + V(Z, -BW*.
Since XCC* = CC*X by (l), ker C* reduce X to a projection. So there is a subspace _M c ker C * such that Pker c. X = XPker cs = Px. By (31, we have 
Proof.
The necessity is clear. To prove the sufficiency, assume JjCjj is an arbitrary projection completion of (9 i), then by virtue of Equations 
